June 5, 2022
Accent Building Materials is pleased to announce the acquisition of Building Products of America
(BPA) in Tampa, Florida. BPA is a leading distributor of fasteners and other building material products
in the Florida market.
“We are delighted to welcome the BPA team to the Accent family. We have wanted to expand
Accent Building Materials to the Florida and southeast market for years, and this makes us one of the
premier suppliers of building materials to the entire Sun Belt region,” said Bill Sims, President and
CEO of The Accent Family of Companies.
“This acquisition combines BPA’s great reputation and distribution footprint in the Florida market
with Accent’s extensive product line, creating an unparalleled advantage to the industry and our
customers. We are pleased Peter Daniels along with Ross and Jon Daniels will continue to manage
and support the BPA branch while Bill Tamayo will assist in a consulting and transition role over the
next twelve months,” said Troy Irwin, Chief Business Officer of Accent Building Materials.
“This move will allow BPA and its customers, employees, and suppliers to expand and better serve
the building materials yards and fastener distributors in the southeast. I have come to respect the
owners and management of Accent and believe they have the same core and family values as BPA. I
believe this will truly be a case where one plus one equals three,” said Peter Daniels, CEO of BPA.
“We built our company on family values where employees, customers, and vendors
knew we always had their backs. With the Sims family and the Accent team we found
the perfect partner to continue that culture along with the added resources to offer our family,
customers, and vendors an even better experience moving forward,” said Bill Tamayo, President
of BPA.
By adding a Florida distribution branch to its Houston, Southern California, and Northern California
distribution footprint, Accent Building Materials expands their geographic presence and commitment
to the entire Sun Belt region in fasteners, fastening solutions, concrete accessories, and drywall
products.
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